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Rock Cancer C.A.R.E. (RCC) Volunteer Positions!
CARE Calls Volunteer






Support patients via phone by offering them encouraging words and prayer
Call patients who reach out to RCC for help to answer their questions and listen to what their
needs are
Make follow up calls to patients or caregivers to confirm that RCC has received their application
for services and explain to them the next steps to get scheduled with a volunteer
Need organized compassionate person who can communicate the needs of the patient to the
ministry leader or volunteer coordinator via email
Offer to pray for patients over the phone

Cards for Encouragement Volunteer



Send encouraging cards to a grieving family member or a patient who is recovering from
surgery, chemo or radiation.
We need compassionate, dependable volunteers that will include a scripture and a kind word
handwritten in a card

Prayer Requests Organizer




Receive prayer requests from the leadership team as they come in from phone calls, websites,
blog, Facebook and email
Pray and intercede on behalf of cancer patients
Email the prayer team the requests so that they can pray

C.A.R.E. Services Volunteers






Help elderly cancer patients and others who need assistance filling out RCC paperwork so we
can match them with the best volunteer
Meal delivery and offering to pray at time of delivery
Fill out the RCC paperwork so that patient can be connected with the right volunteer
Grocery shop, meal preparation and delivery for those too sick to prepare meals
Transportation to radiation, chemo or surgery appointments
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Special Event Planner Rock Cancer C.A.R.E Kidz
This is a wonderful event where many children are blessed. The goal of the event is to show children
with any type of illness a good time and to get their minds off of their illness. Event takes place at the
Ronald Mc Donald House of San Diego






Volunteer will work with the leadership team to organize our annual Rock the house event at
the Ronald Mc Donald house of San Diego
Must love kids and be a leader and self-starter
Is not afraid to take charge and make things happen
Be able to execute a plan for this event and delegate to other volunteers
Must be organized, reliable and self-starter

Volunteer and Cancer Patient Recruiter




Volunteer would serve only on Sundays when RCC is scheduled to promote in the lobby at the
Rock church Point Loma or East County
Duties include signing up people before and after church services who want to volunteer and
those who need our cancer services
Need outgoing, dependable person

Social Media Volunteer









To inform, engage and inspire the public
The goal is to reach a wider audience of those who have been impacted by cancer in some way
and those who would like to help us serve cancer patients or support them
Help spread the word about what we do and help us stay to connected to volunteers, patients
and donors
Strong commitment to ethics, honesty, and integrity in conducting business
Promotion of social campaigns, competitions and contests
Post two to five updates/messages on all channels each week
Analyze similar institution's social media presence/strategies
Hours are based on your schedule and will vary based on number of upcoming events or
relevant news which needs to be promoted. (Typically less than two hours week) Flexibility to
work increased hours around peak events
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Grocery C.A.R.E. Volunteer






Pack groceries in bags and boxes for families who are struggling financially while an immediate
family member is in cancer treatment or hospitalized
Pick up food from food bank, grocery store or food donors
Make arrangement to deliver groceries
Offer to pray with patient when groceries are delivered
Include in groceries bag or box an encouraging card or devotional

Outreach Event Organizers



Aid leadership team in finding opportunities and events to serve cancer patients or sick children
in the community
Looking for creative person full of ideas!

North County, East County, San Ysidro, City Heights Rock church Ministry leaders for Rock Cancer
C.A.R.E.








Rock Cancer C.A.R.E. receives requests for services from cancer patients throughout San Diego.
Our goal is to meet the requests at each one of these Rock church campuses and areas of San
Diego
We are in need of a ministry leader at each location and areas of San Diego
Volunteer will work closely with founder to get ministry started at each location
Training and support is provided for ministry leader
Looking for motivated person who has a compassionate heart and a desire to help cancer
patients
Person should have administrative skills, be detailed oriented, works well with a team and able
to delegate

